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TEST 4 

1- The police officer, ......... the thief, was 
pushing him into a police vehicle to be 
taken to the station. 

A) to catch  B) to have caught  
C) caught D) having caught 

E) Being caught 
 

2- The excuse .......... by the company for not 
delivering the product on time was 
unbelievable. 

A) to give  B) having given  
C) given  D) to be giving 

E) giving 
 

3- ......... his sun cream at home, the man 
reluctantly bought a new bottle. 

A) Left  B) To be leaving 
C) To leave D) Leaving 

E) Having left 
 

4- We will need someone ......... our daughter 
during the award ceremony. 

A) to be baby-sat          B) baby-sat  

C) having baby-sat       D) baby-sitting  

E) to baby-sit 

 

5- If you leave the letters ......... on my desk, I 
will put them away first thing tomorrow 
morning. 

A) filing B) having filed  

C) to have filed D) to be filed 

E) to be filing 

 

6- Her husband, ......... a garage of his own, 
repairs her car for her. 

A) to have  B) having  

C) have D) has 

E) to have had 

 

7- Various games ......... soccer have been 
played for more than 2,000 years, 
probably starting in China, but the 
modern game developed in England. 

A) resembling  B) resembled  

C) to resemble               D) resemble  

E) being resembled 

8- .......... in a 'no-parking' zone, the Boss's 
car was towed away. 

A) To be parked  B) Parking  

C) Having been parked  D) To be parking  

E) To park 

9- The smartest way........ situations like this 
is to speak to the manager first. 

A) approached       B) having approached  

C) approaching      D) to be approached  

E) to approach 

10- .......... cheerfully in the spring sunshine, 
the paper boy handed her 'The 
Guardian'. 

A) To sing  B) To have sung  

C) Sung D) Singing 

E) To be singing 

11- A scholar-explorer with an inborn love of 
adventure, Richard Burton was the first 
European ........forbidden Muslim cities in 
Africa unharmed. 

A) being penetrated      B) to penetrate  

C) penetrated  D) penetrate  

E) to be penetrated 

12- All decisions .......... at this meeting will be 
published in the club's quarterly bulletin. 

A) made  B) making 

C) to make D) having made 

E) to be making 
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13- ........... it to be certain that the horse was a 
winner, the man bet his entire wages on it. 

A) To have believed       B) To believe  

C) Believing      D) Believed  

E) To be believed 

14- Yesterday the player, ......... with the 
singer for some time, announced his 
engagement. 

A) linking  B) to be linked 

C) having linked  D) linked 

E) to link 

15- The vase, ............ for £2 in a jumble sale, 
was valued by the expert at £1500. 

A) bought  B) buying 

C) to buy D) having bought 

E) to be bought 

16- All the vegetables .......... on that farm are 
free from chemicals. 

A) grown  B) having grown  
C) to grow  D) to be growing 

E) grow 

17- The only non-violent sport .......... by the 
King of England was golf in the 1400s, 
when the King thought his soldiers 
weren't doing enough archery practice. 

A) banning  B) to ban  
C) having banned     D) to be banned  

E) to be banning 

18- Johnny, .......... Italian, didn't enjoy the 
Opera as much as Sonya did. 

A) not being understood    
B) not to understand 
C) not to be understood 
D) not understand  
E) not understanding 

19- ......... ten times as fast as the old printer, 
the new printer has made our office much 
more efficient. 

A) To print B) Printing 
C) Being printed      D) To be printed 

E) Printed 

20- .......... several competitions as an amateur, 
he decided to play professionally. 

A) To win B) Won 
C) Having won        D) Being won 

E) To be won 

21- Before the lecture, you'll be given some 
notes ........... Freud's theory of the Ego and 
Alter Ego. 

A) explaining B) to be explained 
C) explained             D) being explained 

E) having explained 

22- ......... of the dangers many times by his 
mother, Cameron never swam in the river. 

A) To warn B) Having been warned 
C) To have warned   D) Having warned 

E) To be warning 

23- The bridge, ........... to the town by the 
Horticultural Society in 1882, crosses the 
river from the road to the park. 

A) having given       B) given 
C) to give D) giving 

E) to be giving 

24- ............ the required score in the 
qualifying round, the former champion 
will not take place in the final. 

A) Not to reach 
B) Not being reached 
C) Not having been reached 
D) Not having reached  
E) Not to be reaching 

25- .......... in superstitions, Jess walked 
confidently under the ladder. 

A) Not to believe 
B) Not to be believing 
C) Not believing 
D) Not believed  
E) Not believe 

26- All the people .......... to the committee are 
experts in this subject. 

A) appointing B) having appointed 
C) to appoint             D) to be appointing 

E) appointed 
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27- It would be nice if I had someone ........ on 
to look after the shop when we go on 
holiday. 

A) having relied      B) to rely  
C) relied D) to be relied 

E) relying 

28- The sand on this beach, .......... specially 
from Spain, is golden and not the black 
volcanic sand of most of the beaches on 
this island. 

A) to bring B) bringing 
C) having brought    D) brought 

E) to be bringing 

29- Stockholm is a city of broad streets and 
substantial buildings ........ of white 
granite, brick or stone that give the city a 
clean, uncrowded appearance. 

A) making  B) to make 
C) made D) having made 

E) to be making 

30- None of the men .......... on the building site 
have a work permit. 

A) working B) work 
C) being worked       D) worked 

E) to be working 

31- Syria, ......... by Roman, Byzantine and 
Ottoman civilisations, has some striking 
architecture ......... the influence of all the 
three. 

A) to occupy/to have been reflecting 
B) occupying/to have reflected 
C) to be occupying/being reflected 
D) having been occupied/reflecting  
E) having occupied/reflected 

32- Those ........ for the coach to Rattle Snake 
Springs should proceed to the side door. 

A) to wait  B) waiting  

C) having waited  D) to be waiting  

E) waited 

 

 

 

33- The man who won the 'Tour de France', 
......... by crowds of Parisians, came from 
the United States of America. 

A) having watched    B) watched  

C) to watch  D) to be watching  

E) to have been watched 

34- I'm sure I've seen the tall man ... in the 
corner somewhere before. 

A) to sit  B) having sat  

C) sitting D) sat 

E) to be sitting 

35- Paintings by Bartolome Murillo and Diego 
Velasquez, both ....... in Seville, may be 
found throughout the city. 

A) born  B) to be born  

C) having born          D) being born  

E) to have born 

36- Garlic, ......... since ancient times to have 
medicinal properties, made up part of the 
Egyptian pyramid-builders' rations. 

A) having believed    B) to believe  

C) to have believed   D) believed  

E) believing 

37- The new Volvo four-wheel drive vehicle, 
........ to function well on the country's 
worst roads, costs £28,910. 

A) having designed  B) to be designing  

C) designing  D) designed  

E) to design 

38- The Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget was 
the first scientist ........ systematic studies 
of how children learn. 

A) to be made  B) made  

C) being made           D) be making  

E) to make 
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39- Virtually everybody ............ on the show 
agreed with the Prime Minister's decision. 

A) interviewed  B) to interview  

C) interviewing     D) having interviewed  

E) to be interviewing 

 

40- The deer I ............ on my way to work was 
wandering across the road. 

A) to hit  B) was hit  

C) hit D) to be hitting 

E) hitting 

 

41- Henry the Minstrel, ........... as Blind 
Harry, wrote a narrative poem of 11,000 
lines about the Scottish national hero, Sir 
William Wallace. 

A) knew  B) knowing 

C) having known      D) to know 

E) known 

 

42- Louis Bleriot, .......... the design of the 
monoplane, made the first cross-channel 
flight on 25th July 1909. 

A) improved  B) to be improving  

C) being improved    D) having improved  

E) to improve 

 

43- The British government, ........... to it as 
part of the peace process in Northern 
Ireland, released a murderer, Michael 
Stone, from jail. 
A) to agree  B) having agreed  

C) agreed D) to be agreed 

E) being agreed 

 

 

44- Michael Stone, .......... as part of the peace 
process, wants to spend time with his 
family. 

A) to release 
B) releasing 
C) having been released 
D) to be releasing  
E) having released 

45- The mobile phone company ...... free 
connection charges a lot for calls. 

A) being advertised  B) advertising  

C) to advertise  D) advertised  

E) to be advertising 

46- The workers ........... to work all weekend 
stocktaking were paid a bonus. 

A) having  B) to have  

C) had D) to be having 

E) to have had 

47- The procedure .......... by the new manager 
seems to be working well. 

A) having introduced 
B) to introduce 
C) to be introducing 
D) introduced  
E) introducing 

48- Bears are farmed in China to provide bile, 
.......... in traditional Chinese medicine. 

A) having used          B) be used  

C) using  D) to be using  

E) used 

49- Anyone ......... to Rwanda should contact 
their embassy about security procedures. 

A) to be travelling     B) travelled  

C) be travelling          D) travel  

E) traveling 
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50- The old boat, .......... in the family's barn, 
was taken to Swansea for relaunching. 

A) having been restored 
B) to restore 
C) to be restoring 
D) to have been restoring  
E) having restored 
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